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ABSTRACT 

In the world of today there is a drive for lighter and more effective products for various reasons e.g. reduced 

environmental impact, higher payload, fuel efficiency etc. There is also an expanding development of new 

materials for a large number of different applications. This makes it more and more difficult for engineers to 

make good material selections.  

This has led to the development of a large amount of material selection methods that require more or less 

effort to select material. An effective way to do this is offered by utilisation of material selection software’s like 

Granta Design CES Selector [1]. A material selection tool may allow you to investigate and evaluate, unbiased, 

materials or material designs that meet the product requirements. This can also be used in combination with 

any selection method to further improve the selection of material. 

The objective within this work is to propose a strategy for implementing results from material selection tools, 

e.g. Granta Design, into current set based design optimisation procedures at GKN. Through this new materials 

and their impact on an existing design may be explored in a rational way. This is then presented through 

materials selection in a case study. 

The case is to select material for the cone at the rear of a jet engine and come up with three design proposals. 

Two methods are used to achive this, Ashby’s method utilized in Granta Design for finding suitable materials, 

and the QFD-method [] for ranking the proposed materials.  

Granta design uses material property charts where material properties are presented against each other i.e. 

Young’s modulus versus density and then a material index is inserted in the graph to see how well different 

material perform against the index. The index varies depending on function of the structure i.e. a beam, on the 

constraints i.e. stiffness specified and on the goal i.e. minimize weight and this index is to be maximized for 

maximum performance. The materials are ranked against all possible material indices for the specific structure 

in this case the cone. Specific requirements are also possible to insert into Granta design i.e. the materials must 

handle at least 400°C and all materials not fulfilling the requirements or the material indices are removed. The 

remaining materials are presented in a list where there material performance index (MPI), how well they fulfil 

the material index, is presented. To rank these, since different materials have varying performance compared 

to different indices the QFD-method [3] is used.  

The QFD-method is based on goals set up by the designer and then the material indices are weighed against 

these goals in a systematic way. These are then used to rank the materials MPI. The materials are then studied 

to find out availability, environmental issues and produceability to make the final decision. Granta design can 

also be used to create new materials by combining different materials i.e. sandwich. This is used to fill gaps in 

the materials property charts and find materials performing better than monolithic materials.  

Three design proposals were retrieved and studied using FEM-software ANSYS. The first using a monolithic 

shell in Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy with a weight of 51.157 kg, the second a sandwich with face material of Ti-6Al-

4V and core material of Ti-6Al-4V honeycomb. This has a weight of 36.3 kg. The third design is a stiffened shell 

of Ti-6Al-4V with stiffeners of Stainless steel, PH 13-8Mo, H1150. Here the concept of shape factors where 

different materials can be shape to different slenderness and thus higher effectivity before buckling is utilized 

and therefore the stainless steel performs better than the titanium.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the world of today there is a drive for lighter and more effective products for various reasons e.g. reduced 

environmental impact, higher payload, fuel efficiency etc. There is also an expanding development of new 

materials for a large number of different applications. This makes it more and more difficult for engineers to 

make good material selections.  

This has led to the development of a large amount of material selection methods that require more or less 

effort to select material. An effective way to do this is offered by utilisation of material selection software’s like 

Granta Design CES Selector [1]. A material selection tool may allow you to investigate and evaluate, unbiased, 

materials or material designs that meet the product requirements. This can also be used in combination with 

any selection method to further improve the selection of material. If you are interested in existing methods 

there is description of a few in Appendix A. 

1.1 THE PROJECT 

This thesis is part of the ongoing research project “LIGHTer DSMO - Datorstödd struktur- och 

materialoptimering”, where the Division of Lightweight Structures at KTH is involved in strategies for new 

material evaluation and implementation in multimaterial structures. In this particular part KTH is collaborating 

directly with GKN Aerospace who will provide input on functional demands and the geometric design space. 

 

Figure 1.a) draft of back of jet engine. b) example graph  from Granta Design. c) cone and nozzle flange of jet engine. [GKN]  

1.2 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

GKN use an initial set based approach to investigate the design space where there is typically a need to study 

large amount of design alternatives, e.g. structural arrangements such as number of struts, lean angle, corda 

length, overall structural thickness and specific part thickness.  

There are typically several evaluation criteria's for these studies; e.g. the impact on aero performance, strength 

and fatigue with or without thermal analysis/compensation. Produceability and cost are key aspects to include.  

New material or material combination may offer a potential for weight save in aerospace engines. With high 

demands on performance under complex environmental conditions the number of materials that meet the 

requirements are limited. However, newly developed materials, new material combinations or material design 

(e.g. hierarchic structures or sandwich) might comply with the set of functional requirements.  

2. OBJECTIVE 

The objective within this work is to propose a strategy for implementing results from material selection tools, 

e.g. Granta Design, into current set based design optimisation procedures at GKN. Through this new materials 

a) c) b) 
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and their impact on an existing design may be explored in a rational way. This is then presented through 

materials selection in a case study. 

3. CASE 

 

Figure 2. Rear part of jet engine. Connections where the engine is attached to the wing. The jet stream flows out between the 

nozzle and cone. [GKN] 

The case in this thesis is the cone (silver in the figure) at the rear of a jet engine, see Figure 2. The cone is 

subjected to loads from its own weight and a pressure due to the jet stream. For the ANSYS analysis loads 

acting on the entire structure were supplied by GKN. These loads are peak loads due to manoeuvres such as 

landing and take-off and are applied on the nozzle flange, orange in Figure 2. Rear part of jet engine The loads 

are: an axial force of 11700N, a lateral force of -1200N, a vertical force of 2500N, a roll moment of -2000N, a 

pitch moment of 6800N and a yaw moment of -2000N, these are transferred to the cone through the 

geometry. The numbers are not the true loads due to confidentiality but they are representative for the real 

case. 

4. MATERIAL SELECTION METHOD 

 

Figure 3.  Process for material selection where Ashby's method is utilized in the first four steps and QFD in the following two. 

Cone 

Nozzle flange 

Conections 
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The material selection processes used in this thesis are Ashby’s method [2], using material selection charts 

implemented by the software Granta Design, and Quality Function Deployment (QFD) method for material 

selection suggested by Kasei, Abedian and Milani [3]. Ashby’s method is entirely based on properties and do 

not depend on the designers subjective valuations while the QFD-method uses the designers knowledge and 

skill to rank the materials. Hence the results of this ranking could differ if performed by a designer with 

different preferences. The QFD-method was chosen after a literature study of [2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] 

due to the use of material indices, which makes it good to combine with Ashby’s method, and it is a good 

method for taking the importance of goals and the knowledge and skill of the designer into account. Abstracts 

of the most relevant methods including conclusions are presented in appendix A. The selection is performed 

using the steps presented in Figure 3. 

4.1. ASHBY’S METHOD 

The amount of materials available for use in designs today is enormous and new materials are being developed 

constantly, therefore it can be a difficult task to find what materials are appropriate for a specific design. There 

are numerous methods to aid engineers in this process and Ashby’s method, in which full aspect of a 

mechanical design are taken into account, is considered to be the most general and effective method[3] for 

finding suitable materials. By using requirements and material indices a list of suitable materials is created.  

4.1.1. ELEMENTARY LOAD CASES AND REQUIREMENTS 

 Requirements are determined for the nozzle, it should be as light, strong and stiff as possible, have low 

thermal expansion and thermal conductivity, handle temperatures of 400°C, have low cost and high 

produceability. To fulfil the requirements, of light, stiff and strong, material indices are introduced by 

identifying the load case and determining the elementary load cases. The loads on the nozzle are assumed to 

be a uniform pressure on the outside of the nozzle, caused by the flow of the jet stream, and a bending 

moment caused by its own weight, see Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. From “real” to simplified elementary load cases of pressure on plate and beam bending. 
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4.1.2. MATERIAL INDICES 

M1 and M2 are material indices for beam bending with respect to stiffness to weight and strength to weight 

respectively. For simplicity the nozzle is considered a beam with constant cross section exposed to its own 

weight. The material indices to maximize stiffness and strength to weight, M1 and M2 are then, according to 

[2]: 

𝑀1 =
𝐸

1
2⁄

𝜌
         () 

𝑀2 =
𝜎

2
3⁄

𝜌
         () 

Where, 𝐸, is Young’s modulus, 𝜎, is yield strength and 𝜌 is density.  

M3 and M4 are material indices for plate deflection under pressure. The nozzle exposed to outside pressure is 

assumed to behave as a plate exposed to pressure. The material indices for stiffness and strength, when 

optimizing for weight, of a plate under pressure are according to [2]: 

𝑀3 =
𝐸

1
3⁄

𝜌
         () 

𝑀4 =
𝜎

1
2⁄

𝜌
         () 

Material index M5 is cost. The cost is presented with the unit SEK/kg and therefore the index should be 

minimized. 

M6 is maximum service temperature. The nozzle will be exposed to the jet stream which has very high 

temperatures, therefore the material must be able to withstand temperatures of at least 400°C, higher is 

considered better. 

M7 and M8 are thermal expansion and thermal conductivity respectively. Both are to be minimized to prevent 

stresses to be formed in the interface and also to prevent heat being transferred though the interface. 

M9 is fracture toughness. As a rule of thumb materials with fracture toughness below 15 MPa.m
1/2 

are not 

normally used in conventional designs [4] although later Beryllium with a fracture toughness of 12 MPa.m
1/2 

is 

considered because it is close to the 15 MPa.m
1/2

 and the other properties are very good. The index is to be 

maximized. 

M10 is fatigue strength. The nozzle is a part of a jet engine and exposed to cyclic loading and must not break, 

therefore the fatigue strength is an important index and should be maximized. 

4.1.3. DETERMINING SUITABLE MATERIALS 

The material indices are imported to Granta design where they are presented as either requirements, M5-M10, 

or material selection charts, M1-M4 where the indices are presented as the slope seen in the chart and the 

Material Performance Index (MPI) of the benchmark material, Ti-6Al-4V, is set as the lower limit of MPI, thus 

insuring a material performing just as good or better than the benchmark, see Figure 5. In the charts all the 

materials not fulfilling the previous requirements are removed. There is a pass/fail table presented in the 

software where all materials are presented. Through this table it is possible to find what criteria a specific 

material failed. After research beryllium was found to fail the criteria of fracture toughness with 12 MPa.m
1/2

 

instead of 15 MPa.m
1/2

, it was considered that Beryllium should not be discarded due to this and thus was re-

added to the list of potential materials. The highest ranking materials from the different material indices are 
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retrieved as candidates and the materials and their properties/material performance indices, are presented in. 

The suggested materials are ranked using the QFD-method to determine which material will perform best in 

this case study.  

Table 1. Material Performance indices 

Material index M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 

SiC/SiC fibres .00529 .0168 .00221 .00655 25000 1350 4 13.5 27 170 

Ti 45% borsic (f) .00406 .028 .00164 .0088 21000 505 6.6 16.5 35 367.5 

Ti 38% SiC .00307 .0207 .00131 .00679 21000 505 7.75 11 24 459.5 

Ti-8Al-1Mo-1V .00255 .0204 .00114 .00663 147 430 8.9 6.3 70 554 

Ti-6Al-4V .00242 .0233 .0011 .00732 155 400 8.9 7.2 94 625.5 

Beryllium grade I-250 .0094 .0352 .00363 .0124 7000 680 11 203 12 447.5 

 

 

Figure 5. Material selection charts for monolithic shell. Selection limit is matched to the benchmark material titanium alloy. The 

further up to the left corner the better performance of the material. 
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4.2. QFD-METHOD 

4.2.1 LITERATURE STUDY  

An application of Quality Function Deployment method in engineering materials selection. [3] 

The authors use a combination of methods for material selection and material indices, instead of material 

properties, to determine if more accurate results can be obtained. A flow chart is created describing the 

processes used, see Figure 6. In the first block the material indices and design requirements are distinguished), 

this creates a list of candidate materials. A good way of doing this is using Ashby’s methodology with material 

charts (e.g. Granta design). The second block which is the heart of the methodology plays the role in counting 

for all the influences that material indices and the relative preferences of the design requirements may have on 

the process of material selection. This could be done using the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) which is a 

well known tool in product and development, although some changes are made to fit material selection. The 

third block uses a similar concept as in Z-transformation for final ranking of the candidate materials. Two 

factors are needed for this, the weighting factor, which is retrieved from the second block, and the scaled 

values of similar material indices of potential candidate materials, which is done using the scaling approach 

used in Z-transformation.  

 

Figure 6. Flow chart of the method. 

MORE DESCRIPTION OF THE QFD BLOCK 

The main part of the research concerns the QFD block. 

Therefore more attention is paid to this block than the other 

two. The QFD matrix, see Figure 7, is used with some 

modifications for material selection. The “hows” room of the 

matrix are the different material indices and the “what” room 

are the goals, all determined in the first block of the 

methodology. The correlation matrix describes if the different 

material indices have strong- or weak relations (1 for weak and 

2 for strong relation). The “coef.” room are the weighting 

Figure 7. House of quality matrix diagram. 
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factors here determined using modified digital logic method (MDL) where goals are formulated and weighed 

against each other in a systematic approach, see Table 2. The relationship matrix is where the relation between 

the requirements and the material indices are described using a scale from 1-5 where 1 is weak and 5 is strong. 

The targets room is in this case: raw score, relative weight, technical requirements target and technical rank. 

The raw scores are calculated as the sum of the product of goal and requirement weights by scores assigned for 

every engineering metric or material index in the same row. The next row is the technical requirements units 

that define the weight of engineering metrics interrelationship. These are calculated by summing up the 

engineering metrics interrelation scores given in the correlation matrix. These values are then normalized by 

the value among them that corresponds to the maximum score in the row of raw score. The results are given in 

the normalization row right under the row of technical requirements units. The next step is to measure the 

targeted technical requirements USL that are evaluated by multiplication of the elements of the row of raw 

score with their corresponding elements in the row of normalized technical requirements. Finally, the 

weighting factors, α, for material indices are calculated by dividing each targeted technical requirements (USL) 

by the sum value of all scores in this row. The performance index of the materials is then calculated by taking 

the sum of the normalized material performance indices for each material multiplied by the respective 

weighting factors. To verify the methodology using material indices instead of material properties two case 

studies are considered.  The first is a material selection for a turbine blade and the second example is for the 

wing spar of a human powered aircraft. 

 

TEST CASE 1. MATERIAL SELECTION OF 

GAS TURBINE BLADES 

There are, based on existing literature, at 

least eleven materials for turbine blades. 

First you have to consider the material 

indices, in this example there are eleven 

(M1-M11). M1 is due to centrifugal 

force, M2 is displacement of the blade 

tip, M3 is due to gas pressure, M4 is 

concerning blade vibrations, M5 is 

concerning thermal stress and thermal 

expansion, M6 concerns the thermal 

diffusivity, M7 is creep, M8 is fatigue 

strength, M9 is melting point, M10 and 

M11 are oxidation and corrosion 

resistance. To see what the indices look 

like see the original report [3]. The second step is screening the materials. The third step is calculating the 

weighting factors for the requirements using the MDL method, see Table 2. The fourth step is formulating the 

house of quality matrix where the weighting factors for the material indices is shown in the last row, see Figure 

8. The fifth step is calculating the performance index of each material but here since the temperature range is 

large weighting factors for the temperatures are calculated using the method as in step three above, and then 

multiplied by the weighting factors received from the QFD matrix before the performance index is calculated. 

The results are shown in Table 3, compared to the results of other material selection methods. The top ranked 

Figure 8. House of quality matrix for gas turbine blades. 
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materials are the same in all methods. This proves that material selection methods such as MDL and Z-

transformation work despite the simplifications that such methods bring to the material selection process. 

  

Table 2. The weighting factors for design requirements 

 

Table 3. Candidate materials ranking 

 

Test case 2. Material selection for spar of human 

powered aircraft 

In designing a spar of a human powered aircraft the 

goal is simple; the spar must be as light as possible 

and still be stiff enough and strong enough, it 

should also be cheap. There are six material 

indices; M1 is specific stiffness, M2 is specific 

strength, M3 is specific compressive elastic limit, 

M4 is stiffness to cost, M5 is strength to cost and 

M6 is Fatigue resistance. The requirements are low 

weight, High stiffness, low manufacturing cost and 

reliability. Material candidates are chosen using 

Ashby’s method. The QFD matrix received is shown 

in Figure 9 and the results compared to other 

selection methods are shown in Table 4. Here the 

QFD method gives a different first choice than the 

other selection methods. This is because in the QFD method the weighting factor of index M5 is the highest 

and E-glass 73%-Epoxy has very high M5. Although if you look at the performance index (PI in Table 4) you will 

see that it is approximately the same for Carbon 63%-Epoxy which is the top candidate ranked in the other 

Figure 9. House of quality matrix for the HPA case 
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methods. Therefore according to the QFD method these two materials are interchangble without any loss of 

accuracy. These results show that using material properties, as in the other methods, instead of material 

indices would not cause a big change in the results, though some improvement is expected.   

Table 4. Performance index and ranking of candidate materials for HPA case study using MDL, Z-transformation, and QFD 

methods. 

 

Conclusions 

The results obtained here show that the 

proposed QFD method addresses all the 

requirements for effective materials selection 

for mechanical design. By employing material 

indices it assures the generality of the results, 

though it is more complicated compared to 

the methods which consider the material 

properties as the bases for selection. Also, 

this method by considering the 

interrelationship of the material indices 

through the use of House of Quality provides 

some advantages in comparison to other 

existing methods. For alternative selection 

methods see Appendix (). 

4.2.2 IN THIS THESIS 

The QFD-method suggested by Kasei, Abedian 

and Milani uses material indices instead of 

material properties for when ranking the materials, this is very convenient because it is possible to use the 

same indices used for Ashby’s method. To use material indices is also more appropriate in this thesis because 

the highest ranked material reflects the material with properties needed to maximize the performance for the 

specific load case and not present the material with the highest stiffness or strength for example maximizing  

𝐸
1

3⁄

𝜌
 instead of maximizing Young’s modulus and minimizing density separately. Goals for the ranking were 

formulated: high stiffness to weight ratio, high strength to weight ratio, high temperature resistance, Good in 

fatigue and low cost. These were then ranked among themselves using modified digital logic (MDL) method, 

see 

 

Figure 10.House of quality for monolithic shell. 
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Table 5. The house of quality was formulated and correlations of material indices and interrelationships 

between indices and goals were established see Figure 10. The scores were calculated and the weights of the 

indices received. The performance of each material was calculated using MATLAB, see appendix (), and the 

rankings are presented in Table 6, where the highest score ranking best. 

 

Table 5. Weighting factors for design goals. 

 

Table 6. Rank of materials for monolithic shell  

Material Rank 

SiC/SiC fibres -0.2470 

Ti 45% borsic (f) -0.0250 

Ti 38% SiC -0.3771 

Ti-8Al-1Mo-1V -0.1361 

Ti-6Al-4V 0.1021 

Beryllium grade I-250 0.6832 

4.2.3. RESULTS 

Beryllium grade I-250 is the highest ranking material followed by Ti-6Al-4V. After further study the Beryllium is 

discarded due to a material cost 45 times as high as the titanium and the fact that beryllium is very poisonous 

to humans and the environment. Thus Ti-6Al-4V is considered the best material for a monolithic shell, this is 

also the benchmark material and the manufacturing process is well known by GKN. The result shows that the 

designer of the cone did his job in selecting material and the method proposed in this thesis is valid.  

4.3. SHAPE AND MATERIAL 

When choosing material for stiffeners (or any part with unconstrained shape), the same method is used with 

different material indices. Stiffeners can be used for different purposes i.e. to increase bending stiffness, to act 

as a tie or a column. Depending on the purpose of the stiffener, the shape comes into account. A tie is only 

dependent on the cross section area taking the tensile load but a beam or a column is affected by the efficiency 

of the shape. For both columns and beams the efficiency is increased when the second moment of area is 

increased. Although because of practical limits in slenderness there is a limit to how efficient a shape can be 

made and here the shape factor, 𝜙𝐵
𝑒  for deflection in bending and 𝜙𝐵

𝑓
 for failure in bending, comes into account 

Goals  Number of Possible decisions Positive decisions Coef. 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

High stiffness to weight ratio 2 1 2 3       8 0.2 

High strength to weight ratio 2    1 2 3    8 0.2 

High temperature resistance  3   3   2 3  11 0.275 

High fatigue   2   2  2  3 9 0.225 

Cost    1   2  1 1 4 0.1 
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(the same factors can be used for columns). The shape factor is a dimensionless factor representing how 

efficient a material can be shaped by expressing how much stiffer or stronger a shape can be made compared 

to a square shape. The limitations on shape factor are mostly due to local buckling and sometimes i.e. for wood 

the difficulty in manufacturing complex shapes. A rough rule of thumb [2] for the maximum shape efficiency of 

materials is: 

(𝜙𝐵
𝑒 )𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≈ 2.3 (

𝐸

𝜎𝑓
)

1
2⁄

           () 

(𝜙𝐵
𝑓

)
𝑚𝑎𝑥

≈ √(𝜙𝐵
𝑒)𝑚𝑎𝑥            () 

where 𝐸 is the Young’s modulus and𝜎𝑓 is the failure strength. Note that this does not take into account 

manufacturing limits. As an example of shape factors on different materials, low carbon steel has 𝜙𝐵
𝑒 = 60  and 

can thus be shaped to have 60 times higher stiffness than the reference square beam, compared to  the shape 

factor for an aluminium alloy 7000 series of 𝜙𝐵
𝑒 = 16. When selecting material of a design unconstrained by 

shape the shape factor has to be taken into account because it is not always the material with the i.e. highest 

stiffness to weight ratio that will minimize the weight of the design. 

4.3.1. MATERIAL INDICES 

Material index M1stiff and M2stiff are, assuming a transversal stiffener acting as a beam, the stiffness and 

strength with respect to weight including the shape factor, according to [2]: 

𝑀1𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓 =  
𝜙𝐵

𝑒 𝐸
1

2⁄

𝜌
          () 

𝑀2𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓 =  
𝜙𝐵

𝑒 𝜎

𝜌
           () 

Where, 𝜎, is the yield strength. Material indices M3-M8 are the same as M5-M10 above but the maximum limit 

of cost was set to 1500 sek/kg to remove materials that are too expensive to consider and the limit of fracture 

toughness was set to 15 MPa.m
1/2

. 

4.3.2. RESULTS 

Table 7. Material performance index for stiffener materials. 

Material index M1stiff M2stiff M3stiff M4stiff M5stiff M6stiff M7stiff M8stiff 𝝓𝑩
𝒆  

Stainless steel, PH 13-8Mo, H1150 .0111 6.94 49 400 10.7 14.6 190 380 37 

Low alloy steel, AISI 4320 .0132 4.02 6.8 650 11 42 80 290 52 

Zirconia .00924 3.67 155 990 7.95 1.85 17.5 132 15 

Ti-6AI-4V .00804 2.8 155 400 8.9 7.2 94 625.5 11 

Ti-10% SiC .0121 2.96 740 400 8 6.25 25 230 19 
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Table 8. Rank of materials for stiffener 

Material Rank 

Stainless steel, PH 13-8Mo, H1150 0.5337 

Low alloy steel, AISI 4320 -0.0128 

Zirconia -0.2137 

Ti-6AI-4V -0.0420 

Ti-10% SiC -0.2653 

 

The material selection charts for the stiffeners are shown in Figure 11. The materials with highest MPI for the 

stiffeners, including their properties, are presented in Table 7. The goals and ranking of them are the same as 

above, see Table 5. The house of quality matrix for the Stiffeners is shown in Figure 12 and the ranking results 

are presented in Table 8. Stainless steel, PH 13-8Mo, H1150 is the highest ranking material for the stiffeners. 

This is due good properties, high shape factor and low cost. 

 

Figure 11.Material selection charts for stiffeners. Grey bubbles are 

materials not fulfilling the MPI. 

 

4.4. SANDWICH STRUCTURE 

For a sandwich design there is an integrated sandwich 

synthesizer in the Granta design software where you can 

create your own sandwich material. This can be used to see 

how the use of sandwich materials can affect the possibility 

to further optimize the choice material against the material 

indices. To decide what face sheet and core material are to 

be used Ashby’s method is used. Material indices are derived 

for the face and core material respectively.  

  

Figure 12.House of quality for stiffeners 
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4.4.1. MATERIAL INDICES 

4.4.1.1 Face material 

M1f and M2f are the material indices with respect to stiffness and strength to weight of the face sheet in a 

sandwich beam and should be maximized:  

𝑀1𝑓 =  
𝐸𝑓

1
3⁄

𝜌𝑓
           () 

𝑀2𝑓 =  
𝜎𝑓

𝜌𝑓
           () 

where, 𝐸𝑓, is the Young’s modulus, 𝜎𝑓, is the tensile strength and 𝜌𝑓, is the density of the face material. M3f and 

M4f are the material indices for the face of a sandwich plate and are to be maximized: 

𝑀3𝑓 =  
𝐸𝑓

1
2⁄

𝜌𝑓
          () 

𝑀4𝑓 =  
𝜎𝑓

1
2⁄

𝜌𝑓
          () 

M5f is the material index due to face wrinkling in a sandwich plate. M5f represents the face material and should 

be maximized: 

𝑀5𝑓 =  
𝐸𝑓

1/6

𝜌𝑓
          () 

Material index M6f is the cost of the materials. The following material indices M7f-M11f are the same as M6-

M10 for the monolithic shell  

4.4.1.2 Core material 

Material index M1c and M2c are the core stiffness and core shear strength with respect to weight in a sandwich 

beam and should be maximized: 

𝑀1𝑐 =  
𝐺𝑐

𝜌𝑐
          () 

𝑀2𝑐 =  
𝜏𝑐

𝜌𝑐
          () 

where, 𝐺𝑐, is the shear modulus, 𝜏𝑐, is shear strength and 𝜌𝑐  is the density of the core. These are the same 

indices of stiffness and strength to weight of the core in a sandwich plate. M3c is the material index due to face 

wrinkling in a sandwich plate. M3c represents the core material and should be maximized: 

 𝑀3𝑐 =  
𝐸𝑐𝐺𝑐

1/6

𝜌𝑐
            () 

where, 𝐸𝑐, is the Young’s modulus of the core material.  M4c is the cost of the core material and should be 

maximized. 

M5c is the thermal conductivity of the core and should be minimized, M6c is the thermal expansion of the core 

and should be minimized. M7c is the maximum service temperature, for the core material. The limit of 400°C is 

removed, due to the lack of core materials handling these temperatures in the standard material data base 

included in the Granta design software. A Ti-6Al-4V honeycomb is created using a synthesizer in the Granta 
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design software, and this could be an alternative since the thermal properties should be the same as for the 

bulk material 

4.4.1.3 Sandwich 

The proposed face sheet materials and core materials are then introduced in the synthesizer and used to 

create sandwich panels with the thickness of the face sheet varying from 100% to 0 % of the total thickness of 

the sandwich plate. Note that only the percentage of face sheet to total thickness affects the MPI despite 

varying total thickness of the sandwich. The panel suggestions are tested against the material indices for 

stiffness and strength formulated for the monolithic shell, according to the method described in [2]. The 

combination, where the face sheet thickness is represented as a percentage of the total thickness, maximizing 

the index is chosen as the best alternative to maximize the material indices. 

4.4.2. RESULTS 

Table 9.  Material performance index for face sheet materials. Cbs stands for cobalt-based-super alloy. 

Material index M1f M2f M3f M4f M5f M6f M7f M8f M9f M10f M11f 

Tool steel AISI M46 .00078 .336 .00192 .00655 .000315 87 535 11.5 18 16 787 

Cbs Eligiloy/Phynox .00071 .177 .00172 .00462 .000293 127 455 12.5 12.5 135 430 

Ti-10%Sic(p) .00121 .153 .00278 .00596 .000531 735 400 7.9 6.25 25 230 

Ti-8AI-1Mo-1V .00114 .192 .00255 .00663 .000511 147 430 8.9 6.3 70 554 

Ti-6AI-4V .0011 .237 .00242 .00732 .000498 155 400 8.9 7.2 94 625.5 

 

Table 10. Material performance index for core materials. 

Material index M1c M2c M3c M4c M5c M6c M7c 

Aluminium 5056 honeycomb  .0076 3.35 .00623 190 5.75 30 200 

Balsa  (0.09-0.11)(l) .0017 1.9 .00858 100 .065 6.5 120 

PVC closed cell rigid (DH 0.030) .000467 .15 .00913 120 .023 35 70 

Aluminium foam .00525 .15 .00205 60.5 10.5 19 200 

Ti-6Al-4V honeycomb .00479 4.29 .00488 341 0.0675 8.9 400 

 

Table 11. Rank of materials for face sheet. 

Material Rank 

Tool steel AISI M46 -0.0757 

Cbs Eligiloy/Phynox -0.6387 

Ti-10%Sic(p) -0.0685 

Ti-8AI-1Mo-1V 0.3193 

Ti-6AI-4V 0.4636 
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Table 12. Rank of materials for core. 

Material Rank 

Aluminium 5056 honeycomb  -0.0581 

Balsa  (0.09-0.11)(l) 0.0227 

PVC closed cell rigid (DH 0.030) -0.3167 

Aluminium foam -0.4113 

Ti-6Al-4V honeycomb 0.7634 
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The material selection charts for the face sheet are 
presented in Figure 15 and for the core materials in 
Figure 16, there is no selection chart for core shear 
strength due to lack of information in some 
materials in the Granta design database although 
for the proposed materials the data exists and is 
added in the QFD-step. The materials with highest 
MPI for the face sheets and core, including their 
properties, are presented in Table 9 and Table 10 
respectively. The goals and ranking of them is the 
same as above, see Table 5. The house of quality 
matrix for the face sheet and core materials are 
shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14 and the rankings 
of face sheet and core materials are presented in 

Table 11 and Table 12 respectively. The highest 
ranking material for the face sheet is the 
benchmark material Ti-6Al-4V and the highest 
ranking material for the core is Ti-6Al-4V 

honeycomb due to very good shear strength and 
high working temperature. The proposed thickness 
of face to thickness of core ratio maximizing the 
material indices is 0.1% see Figure 17. A problem 
with this is that in the design the face sheet 
becomes too thin (less than 0.5 mm) to practically 
function. For example if the face sheets are to be 
minimum 0.5mm that would give a core thickness 
of 500mm to maximize the material indices. The 
way to use this result in this case is to increase the 
face to core thickness ratio until you get results 
that are reasonable. Although in other applications 
with other material indices the ratio maximizing 
the material indices could be reasonable from the 
beginning. 

 

Figure 14. House of quality for sandwich core material 

Figure 13. House of quality for sandwich face material 
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Figure 15. Material selection charts for sandwich face sheet 

 

Figure 16. Material selection charts for sandwich core. 
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Figure 17. Sandwich design, thickness of face sheets to thickness of core ratio. Material index  
𝐸

1
3⁄

𝜌
 

Another way to use the sandwich function in Granta design is to create new materials. As can be seen in the 

graphs above the goal is mostly to find a material in the upper left corner and by combining two materials one 

with high stiffness and one with low density i.e. Ti-6Al-4V and Ti-6Al-4V honeycomb we can create materials 

filling the void by using properties from both materials. Figure 17 shows how much better a material can be 

made to performed compared to the materials used to create it.  

5. DESIGN PROPOSALS 

Using the materials retrieved above, three designs are proposed, a monolithic shell, a shell with stiffeners and a 

sandwich construction. The designs are studied using FE-analysis in the software ANSYS where the loads 

described above are applied. The stresses, strains and deformations in the cone are studied and the 

thicknesses are varied to obtain reasonable results.  

5.1. MONOLITHIC DESIGN 

The monolithic design is a shell of 1.5 mm thickness with a weight of 

51.157 kg.  

5.2. SANDWICH DESIGN 

The sandwich has a face thickness of 0.5 mm on each face and a core 

thickness of 10 mm. This gives a weight of 36.3 kg. The suggested face 

to core ratio was 0.1% which in this design is not reasonable because 

the face sheet would be too thin. Therefore the minimum face 

thickness was limited to 0.5 mm (to minimize the face to core ratio) 

and the core thickness was varied to find the best alternative for the 

load case. In this case that was a 5% face to core thickness ratio.  
Figure 18. Stiffened shell with five transversal 
stiffeners. 
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5.3 STIFFENED SHELL 

The Stiffened shell is designed to have the same stiffness as the sandwich design. The outer shell has a 

thickness of 0.5mm and five transversal stiffeners see Figure 18, are added with 25 mm
2
 cross section area 

each. The stiffeners are assumed to be designed to the most effective shape (following the reasoning behind 

shape factors), and since Stainless steel, PH 13-8Mo, H1150 has a shape factor of 37, the stiffeners are 

assumed to have an area moment of inertia 37 times as high as a square stiffener with 25 mm
2
 cross section 

area. With this method 5 stiffeners are needed to retrieve the same stiffness as the sandwich construction. This 

gives a total weight of 20.66 kg. The fact that the stiffened structure is lighter than the sandwich structure 

shows that if there was no limit of minimum 0.5 mm thickness of the outer skins, the sandwich could be made 

more effective and thus lighter.  

 

6. IMPLEMENTING METHOD IN CURRENT SET-BASED DESIGN 

 

Figure 19. Yield strength plotted against conductivity to find a correlation, although none was found.  

GKN uses a set based design for geometries where a large number of geometrical variations are studied 

statistically to find the best performing design alternative. This is performed without a variation in material. To 

implement material selection into the process material properties are introduced, Young’s modulus, yield 

strength, density, thermal conductivity and thermal expansion. An attempt to reduce the number of added 

variables, and therefore the computation time, in the statistical study was made by studying correlations 

between the mentioned properties although none were found. I.e. see Figure 19, were yield strength is plotted 

against thermal conductivity and no correlation is found. The process was repeated for all properties. Instead 

another approach was conducted using all above properties.  

The variations of the material properties are retrieved using Ashby’s method, where the properties of the 

materials passing the material indices and requirements are used as intervals, see Table 13. I.e. the material 

with lowest Young’s modulus has a modulus of 70 GPa and the material with the highest has a modulus of 260 

GPa which gives an interval for Young’s modulus of 70-260 GPa in the statistical study. The best performing 
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material properties from the statistical study is then matched to the material with the closest matching 

properties, thus giving the material with the most sought-after properties. If there is more than one material 

matching or if the properties don’t match any specific material the QFD-method could be used to rank which 

material would be the best compromise. 

Table 13. Intervals of properties used in statistical study. 

Property Interval Unit 

Young's modulus 70-260 Gpa 

Density 3680-9700 kg/m3 

Strength 65-2850 Mpa 

Thermal expansion 6-16.5 μstrain/°C 

Themral conductivity 3.8-81 W/m.°C 
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8. APPENDIX 

A. LITERATURE STUDY 

A.1 A STATE-OF-THE-ART SURVEY ON THE INFLUENCE OF NORMALIZATION TECHNIQUES IN RANKING: IMPROVING 

THE MATERIALS SELECTION PROCESS IN ENGINEERING DESIGN (ALI JAHAN, KEVIN L. EDWARDS) [5] 

 

Multiple attribute decision making is a material selection method requiring a normalization stage, this 

normalization can be done in a lot of different ways and the authors are comparing the effectiveness of the 

different techniques, including their pros and cons and when the different techniques are appropriate.  

A basic rule for normalization methods is to give the same results for data with different units, i.e. temperature 

can be scaled in Farenheit, Celsius or Kelvin and the results of the normalization must be the same for all scales. 

It is necessary to check symmetry of normalized values when comparing cost and benefit criteria. For example, 

in some available normalization methods, the benefit criteria can be normalized in the interval p-1 (0 < p < 1), 

while in case of cost type criteria that value belongs either in the interval from 0-p or 0–1. It can be a type of 

asymmetry that some methods cannot cover the whole range of 0 and 1. Another type of asymmetry appears 

in normalized values of the same data when it is normalized as cost and benefit criteria. Some methods just 

remove the scale of criteria but cannot convert cost criteria to benefit criteria. Although such transformation is 

not necessary for all MADM methods, it usually reduces the calculations required in the subsequent stages. In 

some methods for example TOPSIS there is a risk of rank reversal because it uses vector normalization and the 

choice of positive ideal solution and negative ideal solution. 

RESULTS 

The normalization techniques are classified, with an explanation of the main disadvantages of each group of 

methods. 

Sum based dimensionless methods for cost-benefit criteria 

Table 14, where nij is the normalized value and rij is the rating of material i with respect to criterion j, shows the 

sum-based dimensionless methods available for cost and benefit criteria. Opricovic and Tzeng showed that the 

normalized values by vector normalization in the TOPSIS method may depend on evaluation unit. This outcome 

can be extended to other sum-based dimensionless methods, Zavadskas and Turskis proposed logarithmic 

normalization method. This method may be fitted to situations where the values of the criteria differ 

considerably. In all the norms listed in Table 1, the number of alternatives influences the result of 

normalization, and what might be expected to rank reversal by adding/removing alternatives. Also, when a 

decision matrix includes negative performance values, some methods (for example Norms 3 and 4) are not 

useful.  
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Table 14. Sum-based dimensionless methods in MADM for cost and benefit criteria. 

 

Table 15. Linear –ratio-based normalization methods for cost-benefit criteria. 

 

Linear-ratio-based dimensionless methods for cost-benefit criteria 

Table 15 list seven ratio-based normalization methods for cost and benefit criteria.  There is a lot of discussion 

in the literature on the appropriate normalization method to use for cost criteria when norm (9) is being used 

as benefit criteria. Norms (10-13) have been suggested but, as shown in Table 16, only Norm (12) is good to 

pair with Norm (9). The main shortcoming of linear ratio-based methods is the inability for removing scales. 

Linear max-min dimensionless methods for cost-benefit criteria 

Table 17 shows linear max-min normalization methods. Among these methods Norms (16 and 17) are able to 

remove convertible units in the form (𝛼𝑟𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽). However other methods do not have that advantage. The only 

disadvantage of Norms (16 and 17) are that the number the number of alternatives infkuence the result of 

normalization, because adding or removing alternatives probably change the results. Normalized values in 

Norm (18) depend on the evaluation unit of a criterion function and also generates values greater than 1, 

which is not appropriate for most MADM techniques.  
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Table 16. Symmetry analysis in normalization for cost and benefit criteria.  

 

Table 17. Linear max–min dimensionless methods for cost and benefit criteria. 

 

Other dimensionless methods for cost-benefit criteria 

Table 18 shows other methods for cost-benefit criteria proposed in material selection. Dehghan-Manshadi et 

al. developed a non-linear normalization model (Norms 22 and 23) for benefit and cost criteria, for which the 

critical values need to be specified by the engineering designer. Their method normalizes data between -100 

and 100. Fayazbakhsh et al. [48] proposed Z transformation (Norms 24 and 25) for dimensionless normalization 

in weighted properties method (WPM) or SAW but the output of this normalization technique is around zero 

and contains negative values. Therefore, there are some limitations in both methods when applied to other 

MADM methods. 

Table 18. Normalization method proposed in materials selection for cost and benefit criteria. 
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Table 19. Normalization methods for all kinds of criteria. 

 

Normalization methods for all kinds of criteria. 

Table 19 shows the normalization methods that can be used for all kinds of criteria including benefit, cost, and 

target values. Norm (26), or nominal-is-best method, was proposed by Wu [52]. One of the shortcomings of 

this method is that it would not work out when the target value is higher than the maximum performance 

rating. Another method called linear method-ideal [39] (Norm 27) cannot produce symmetric normalized 

values around the most favorable value. Also, it has all the weak points of the techniques listed in Table 5. 

Jahan et al. [50] proposed Norm (29), which uses an exponential function to cover all types of criteria and 

address the shortcomings of Limits on Properties (LOP) method [53,54]. Jahan et al. [8] also proposed Norm 

(30), which is called the target-based normalization method. The normalized data must be commensurate with 

the raw data. Non-linear functions provide an alternative here. As can be seen in Table 11, non-monotonic 

normalization [43] (Norm 28) has a higher concentration towards the values zero/one. In Norm (29) there are 

no values less than 0.37, whereas in Norm (30) the whole range has been covered and there is not such a 

tendency. However, be noticed that every nonlinear function deforms the original problem. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Most normalization methods have shortcomings in tackling all the needs of MADM, particularly when applied 

to solving more complex material selection problems. Although the methods look very similar the differences 

can have important consequences on the quality of decision-making when selecting material in engineering 

designs. For this thesis this gives a good overview of what methods are good to use and which ones to avoid. 

A.2 SELECTION OF MATERIAL FOR OPTIMAL DESIGN USING MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION MAKING (RAJNISH 

KUMAR, JAGADISH, AMITAVA RAY) [6] 

The authors propose a multi criteria decision making (MCDM) method using Entropy method to determine the 

criteria weight and technique of order preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) to find the optimal 

and worst material from the available alternatives.  

Entropy method 

 Entropy measures the uncertainty in the information formulated using probability theory. A broad distribution 

represents more ambiguity than a sharply peaked one. Shannon’s entropy is used to determine the objective 

weights in the study. The method is comprised of five steps; step 1 is to decide the decision matrix, step 2 is to 

normalize the decision matrix (nij), step 3 is to obtain the entropy value Ej of the jth criteria, step 4 is to 
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calculate the degree of divergence (Dj) of the average information and finally step 5 is to calculate the weight of 

entropy (Bj). For equations see the original report [6]. 

TOPSIS approach 

TOPSIS approach was developed by Hwang and Yoon (1981). This approach is used when the user prefers a 

simpler weighting approach. The method needs information on relative weight of importance of the  properties 

that are considered. The TOPSIS approach uses five steps. Step 1 is to normalize the decision matrix, same as 

step 2 above, step 2 is to multiply the normalized matrix with the weights (V ij) obtained previously, step 3 is to 

determine the ideal and the negative ideal solution, step 4 is to compute the distance from the ideal and 

negative ideal solution (𝑆𝑖
+ and 𝑆𝑖

− respectively) and finally step 5 is to calculate the relative closeness to ideal 

solution (Ci). Higher value is better rank and lower value is worse rank. For equations see the original report [6]. 

Validation of proposed methodology 

 

Table 21. 

 

 

Table 22. 

 

For validation of the method an example of material selection of an exhaust manifold is performed. Seven 

alternatives for material, see Table 20, and five criteria of material, see Table 21, are used in this evaluation. 

The weights obtained using entropy method are shown in Table 22 and the distance from ideal solution and 

negative ideal solution are shown in                             Table 23. The final ranking of materials is shown in                        

Figure 20. 

Table 20. 
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                            Table 23. 

 

 

                                     Figure 20 

CONCLUSIONS 

The entropy method bases the ranking on how big the divergence is for each property and there is no 
consideration to any goals only the material with the best properties generally, therefore thismethod is not 
considered for the thesis. The TOPSIS approach requires weights for reach property something the author of 
this thesis is not comfortable with producing without a systematic method i.e. the QFD-method. Thus the 
TOPSIS method is not used.  

A.3 A NOVEL METHOD FOR MATERIALS SELECTION IN MECHANICAL DESIGN: COMBINATION OF NON-LINEAR 

NORMALIZATION AND A MODIFIED DIGITAL LOGIC METHOD (B. DEHGHAN-MANSHADI, H. MAHMUDI, A. 

ABEDIAN, R. MAHMUDI ) [7]. 

The authors propose a method for the normalization of the property, and a modified digital logic method. 

MODIFIED DIGITAL LOGIC METHOD 

 The original digital logic method, for finding weights of importance of the properties, compares two attributes 

at a time and the more important one is ranked with a 1 and the less important with a 0. The number of ones 

are then added and divided by the total number of decisions giving the weigh factor (α), see Table 24. The 

proposed method on the other hand uses a grading system of 1-3 where 1 means less important, 2 means 

equally important and 3 means more important, see Table 25. In the original method a property that is graded 

only zeroes will have a weight factor of zero, this implies that that property has no role in the selection process. 
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Using the proposed method when the less important property is graded with one it will still have some 

influence (which it probably has in reality). The method also gives the decision maker a chance to grade two 

properties equally important. 

Table 24 

 

Table 25 

 

NON LINEAR NORMALISATION METHOD 

Normally a linear method is used to scale the properties, in this method however a non-linear method is 

proposed. The normalization is done for beneficial properties and non-beneficial properties using: 

𝑌 = 𝑎1ln (𝑏1𝑋 + 𝑐1)        (1) 

𝑌 = 𝑎2ln (
𝑏2

𝑋
+ 𝑐2)      (2) 

where 𝑌 is the scaled property, 𝑋 is the numerical value of the property and 𝑎1, 𝑏1, 𝑐1, 𝑎2, 𝑏2, 𝑐2are constants. 

How the constants are found can be seen in the original report.  

To compare the materials a performance index (𝑦) is calculated using: 

𝑦 = ∑ 𝑌𝑖𝛼𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1        (3) 

VALIDATION OF PROPOSED METHOD 

 The proposed method is compared to the existing method in two examples, a cryogenic storage tank and a 

human powered wing spar. In the first example seven materials are to be ranked. First the properties that are 

to be weighed are determined and then the weight factors are retrieved using DL and MDL method, see Table 

26 and Table 27. Next the properties are normalized using linear and non-linear method and finally the 

performance indices are calculated. Both methods gave the same results for the top ranked candidates. The 

results are shown in Table 28. 
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Table 26 

 

Table 27 

  

Table 28 

 

The second example is material choice for the spar in the wing structure of a human powered aircraft. It is 

supposed to be light, stiff and strong but also resistant to creep. 12 materials are considered and the results 

between the new and the existing method are very similar except for the new method ranking balsa wood 11
th

 

instead of 6
th

. This is because the density is so low compared to the other materials so when using linear 

normalization the effect of the density is larger than the effect of low strength and stiffness, but using the new 

method the effect of the low density isn’t as big anymore and this corresponds to a more real world result 

since balsa isn’t strong and stiff enough to be used in a aircraft wing spar. Material properties are shown in 

Table 29 and results in Table 30. 
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Table 29 

 

Table 30 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The modified digital logic method (MDL) is superior to the Digital logic method (DL) due to better weighting and 
the lack of the elimination problem of the least important goal. This method is used in the QFD-method for 
ranking of goals. The non-linear normalization technique is developed to minimize effects from high and low 
extremes in properties and the process uses a critical value decided by the user. This requires good knowledge 
of materials and material selection to be able to choose a valid critical value. A. Jahan and K.L. Edwards [5] 
emphasizes that there could be a problem using this normalization method due to the fact that the normalized 
values are around zero.  

A.4 A SUBJECTIVE AND OBJECTIVE INTEGRATED MULTIPLE ATTRIBUTE DECISION MAKING METHOD FOR MATERIAL 

SELECTION R.V. RAO, B.K PATEL 2010 [8] 

The authors propose a multiple attribute decision making method (MADM). A way to consider the objective 

and subjective weights of importance of the attributes is described. MADM method is used to solve problems 

involving selection from a finite number of alternatives. The method has a decision table with four main 

attributes: alternatives (A1,..An), attributes (B1,..Bm), weights (w1,..wm)or relative importance of each attribute, 

and measures of performance of alternatives with respect to each attribute(x11,..xnm), see Table 31. All the 

elements in the table must be normalized to the same units so that all possible attributes can be considered.  
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Table 31 

 

The method consists of three steps. The first step is to identify the selection attributes either beneficial (i.e. 

higher values are desired) or non-beneficial (lower values are desired). The values associated with the 

attributes (𝑥𝑖𝑗  ) may be in different units and are normalized. To deal with qualitative values a fuzzy conversion 

scale is proposed, see Table 32.  

Table 32 

 

The second step is to find the weights of importance. The objective weights, 𝑤𝑗
𝑜, is found using statistical 

variance and then calculating the objective weights by dividing the variances of the property with the variance 

of all properties. The subjective weights, 𝑤𝑗
𝑠, may be assigned based on the decision maker’s preference over 

the attributes for the considered application. The weights may be assigned arbitrarily as per his/her preference 

or by using exiting systematic methods such as analytic hierarchy process (AHP) or digital logic method. The 

objective and subjective weights can then be added using: 

𝑤𝑗
𝑖 = 𝑊𝑜𝑤𝑗

𝑜 + 𝑊𝑠𝑤𝑗
𝑠      (1) 

where 𝑤𝑗
𝑖  is the integrated weight of jth attribute and 𝑊𝑜and 𝑊𝑠are the weightages (0-1) given to the 

objective and subjective weights respectively. This enables the decision maker to decide how much importance 

he/she whises to assign to the objective and subjective weights of the jth attribute. Step three is to calculate a 

Performance index for each alternative. This is done by the taking the sum of the properties multiplied by the 
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respective weights for each respective alternative. The final selection is the up to the decision maker to 

consider all possible constraints such as availability, material processing and economic constraints. For 

equations go to original report. 

EXAMPLES 

To demonstrate and validate the application of the methodology of material selection three examples are 

considered. 

 Example one is the structural components for a high-speed naval craft. The results are compared to a study 

done by Fayazbakhsh et al. using Z-transformation statistics. The material selection considered six materials 

with both qualitative and quantitative attributes, see Table 33. 

Table 33 

 

The materials were compared using the methodology described above and the results shown in Table 34, show 

that the method gives the same best choice, material 5, as Fayazbakhsh et al. using either objective or 

subjective weights. 

Table 34 

 

Example two considers material selection in a flywheel and the results are compared to Jee and Kang using 

TOPSIS method, Chatterjee et al. using both VIKOR and ELECTRE methods and Jahan et al. using a linear 

assignment technique. When using mostly subjective weighted attributes the first choice material is the same 

as for all other methods but when using mostly objective weighted attributes the results differ, this is said to be 

due to the price/mass having such a big effect on the weights when using the variance method. Example three 

considers a cryogenic storage tank where the results are compared to the results of Manshadi et al. using a 
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numerical method combining non-linear normalization with a modified digital logic method. The first choice 

material is the same for all methods and using both objective and subjective weights, see Table 35.  

Table 35 

 

CONCLUSION 

Compared to the other MADM methods used in these examples this method is simple, convenient and 

corresponds to the weighted sum method. The proposed method also gives the decision maker a choice to use 

subjective or objective weights or both depending on his/her knowledge. The method can also deal with 

quantitative attributes. This method is simple and good and could have been used although the author of this 

thesis does not have the experience to take advantage of the subjective part where the QFD-method is 

considered superior due to the systematic approach which gives the opportunity for an unexperienced user to 

produce reasonable results. 

B. MATLAB CALCULATION 

clc  

clear all 

format long 

  

%Gustav Jönsson, Master Thesis material selection 

%2015-01-30 

% M1=Young's^(1/3)/density, M2=Yield Strenght^(1/2)/density, M3=Cost  

% M4=Fracture Toughness, M5=Service temperature, M6=Thermal conductivity, 

% M7=Thermal expansion, M8=Yield strenght^(2/3)/density, M9=Young's^(1/2)/density   

% M10 = Fatigue strenght 

data = [0.00221 0.00655 25000 27 1350 13.5 4 0.0168 0.00529 170   % SiC/SiC fibre 

        0.00164 0.0088 21000 35 505 16.5 6.6 0.028 0.00406 367.5  % Ti 45% borsic(f) 

        0.00131 0.00679 21000 24 505 11 7.75 0.0207 0.00307 459.5 % Ti 38% Sic(f) 

        0.00114 0.00663 147 70 430 6.3 8.9 0.0204 0.00255 554     % Ti-8AI-1Mo-1V 

        0.0011 0.00732 155 94 390 7.2 8.9 0.0233 0.00242 625.5    % Ti-6AI-4V 

        0.00363 0.0124 7000 12 680 203 11 0.0352 0.0094 447.5];   % Beryllium 

%       ["M1" "M2" "M3" "M4" "M5" "M6" "M7" "M8" "M9" "M10" 

% Mtrl 1  

% Mtrl 2    
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% Mtrl 3 

% Mtrl 4 

%                                                            ] %Matrix with proprties of 

materials  

beneficial = [1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1];  

%% Normalization  

for j = 1:length(data(1,:))     

    sigma_v(j) = std(data(:,j));      

end                                                     %Calculating standard deviation of 

material property   

for k = 1:length(data(1,:))     

    mean_v(k) = sum(data(:,k))/length(data(:,k));      

end                                                     %Calculating mean value of material 

properties    

for i = 1:length(data(:,1)) 

       for l = 1:length(data(1,:)) 

           if beneficial(l) == 1                

                Y_i_m(i,l) = (data(i,l)-mean_v(l))/sigma_v(l);            

           else  

                Y_i_m(i,l) = -(data(i,l)-mean_v(l))/sigma_v(l); 

           end 

       end 

end                                                      %Normalizing mterial propeties 

beneficial and non beneficial  

%% House of quality 

Corrmat = [0 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2; 

          2 0 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2; 

          2 2 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2; 

          2 2 1 0 1 1 2 2 2 2; 

          1 1 1 1 0 2 2 1 1 1; 

          1 1 1 1 2 0 2 1 1 1; 

          1 1 1 2 2 2 0 1 1 1; 

          2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 2 2; 

          2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 0 2; 

          2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 0];                           % Correlation matrix 

       

Relmat = [5 5 1 5 1 1 1 5 5 5; 

          5 5 1 5 1 1 1 5 5 5; 

          3 3 1 3 5 5 5 3 3 3; 

          4 4 1 5 3 2 2 4 4 5; 
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          5 5 5 2 1 1 1 5 5 2];                           % Interrelation matrix 

      

Coeff = [0.2 0.2 0.275 0.225 0.1];                        % Weights of the goals 

  

Rawscore = []; 

Techrequnit = []; 

Norm = []; 

for l = 1:length(data(1,:)) 

rawscore = sum(Relmat(:,l).*Coeff'); 

Rawscore = [Rawscore, rawscore]; 

end 

  

for q = 1:length(Corrmat(:,1)) 

techrequnit = sum(Corrmat(:,q)); 

Techrequnit = [Techrequnit, techrequnit]; 

end 

  

for r = 1:length(Techrequnit) 

norm = Techrequnit(r)/max(Techrequnit); 

Norm = [Norm, norm]; 

end 

TechreqUSL = [Rawscore.*Norm]; 

  

alpha = [TechreqUSL/sum(TechreqUSL)];                     % Weigths of material indices  

%% Ranking 

Value = []; 

for n = 1:length(data(:,1))     

    value = (Y_i_m(n,:).*alpha); 

    Value = [Value; value];     

end  

Rank = []; 

for m = 1:length(data(:,1))     

    rank = sum(Value(m,:)); 

    Rank = [Rank; rank];     

end  

format short 

disp('Rank of materials higher number is better rank ') 

disp('(displayed in order inserted into data matrix):') 

disp(Rank) 
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